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April
April 9-11
MXI Enthusiast
Weekend
Greer, SC

Group Drive to J&J
Motorsport
Cedar Rapids

May
Street Survival
Ankeny

Annual Picnic/
Annual Meeting

June
June 4-6
Flat Out Classic
Topeka, KS

Photo Rally

PLEASE WATCH
FOR LATE
CHANGES VIA
CONSTANT
CONTACT AND
FACEBOOK.
VIRUS-RELATED
CANCELLATIONS
ARE SOMETIMES
LATE NOTICE!

Follow us on Facebook and look
for details on upcoming events in
email blasts.
facebook.com/bmwccia

January
January 12
Informal Social
Choose Your Own culinary
adventure
Merle Hay Food Court
Des Moines

February
February 9
Informal Social
Choose Your Own culinary
adventure
Merle Hay Food Court
Des Moines

February 20
Virtual Garage Tour

March
March 9
Informal Social
Choose Your Own culinary
adventure
Merle Hay Food Court
Des Moines

March 12
Virtual Wine Tasting

March (TBA)
Dent Repair Tech
Session
Hiawatha

Calendar of Events

Change of Address Information
Please send your requests for address changes
directly to the National Office. The local chapters have
to receive this information from them and cannot
change your address themselves.

National Office
BMW CCA National Office
2350 Highway 101 S.
Greer, SC 29651

Or email to: questions@bmwcca.org
Website: BMWCCA.org
1-800-878-9292
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NewsWerks is a publication of Iowa Chapter BMW CCA,
and is in no way associated with BMW AG. The contents
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able on our website or is mailed to our members who re-
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members.
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Cover shot: Dave and Becky Brighton’s 1989 325is at theDave and Becky Brighton’s 1989 325is at the Gilmore Car Museum near Kalamazoo,
Michigan during the 2006 Grand Rapids Oktoberfest

Each November, the Iowa Chapter BMW CCA holds an annual planning meeting for its members to con-Each November, the Iowa Chapter BMW CCA holds an annual planning meeting for its members to con-
tribute input concerning the previous year’s activities and events sponsored by the Club. It is also a timetribute input concerning the previous year’s activities and events sponsored by the Club. It is also a time
for discussion of new events and ideas for the upcoming year. For the last several years, the input fromfor discussion of new events and ideas for the upcoming year. For the last several years, the input from
the memberships has declined, therefore, the Board of Directors has led the discussion and steered thethe memberships has declined, therefore, the Board of Directors has led the discussion and steered the
direction of the events planned.direction of the events planned.

The decline in attendance either supports the idea the events and activities planned by the Board of Direc-The decline in attendance either supports the idea the events and activities planned by the Board of Direc-
tors has been well received, or there is a lack of interest in helping plan the upcoming calendar.tors has been well received, or there is a lack of interest in helping plan the upcoming calendar.
Since the 2021 Club event calendar has now been planned, we are looking for members who will step upSince the 2021 Club event calendar has now been planned, we are looking for members who will step up
and help plan and administer the events the Board has planned. Most events the Board has planned takeand help plan and administer the events the Board has planned. Most events the Board has planned take
very little time to plan with most of the work still being carried out by the Board. Much of the fun of ourvery little time to plan with most of the work still being carried out by the Board. Much of the fun of our
events is in the planning and execution of the event and the satisfaction derived from a successful conclu-events is in the planning and execution of the event and the satisfaction derived from a successful conclu-
sion to a great event attended by people like you.sion to a great event attended by people like you.

We are looking for great volunteers to help make our events of 2021 spectacular. Please contact a BoardWe are looking for great volunteers to help make our events of 2021 spectacular. Please contact a Board
member to ask about planning an event. A list of next year’s events can be found in this issue ofmember to ask about planning an event. A list of next year’s events can be found in this issue of
Newswerks.Newswerks.
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direction of the events planned.direction of the events planned.

The decline in attendance either supports the idea the events and activities planned by the Board of Direc-The decline in attendance either supports the idea the events and activities planned by the Board of Direc-
tors has been well received, or there is a lack of interest in helping plan the upcoming calendar.tors has been well received, or there is a lack of interest in helping plan the upcoming calendar.
Since the 2021 Club event calendar has now been planned, we are looking for members who will step upSince the 2021 Club event calendar has now been planned, we are looking for members who will step up
and help plan and administer the events the Board has planned. Most events the Board has planned takeand help plan and administer the events the Board has planned. Most events the Board has planned take
very little time to plan with most of the work still being carried out by the Board. Much of the fun of ourvery little time to plan with most of the work still being carried out by the Board. Much of the fun of our
events is in the planning and execution of the event and the satisfaction derived from a successful conclu-events is in the planning and execution of the event and the satisfaction derived from a successful conclu-
sion to a great event attended by people like you.sion to a great event attended by people like you.

We are looking for great volunteers to help make our events of 2021 spectacular. Please contact a BoardWe are looking for great volunteers to help make our events of 2021 spectacular. Please contact a Board
member to ask about planning an event. A list of next year’s events can be found in this issue ofmember to ask about planning an event. A list of next year’s events can be found in this issue of
Newswerks.Newswerks.

Attention - All With Social Media Skills!!
Your chapter is looking to have more of a presence in social media, so we are looking for a member who can start and
manage an Instagram account for the chapter. It would be great to get more exposure. Please contact Becky at
newsletter@bmwia.org.



By Mike Myers

As our social distancing continues for the foreseeable future, we are going to attempt to do a "virtualAs our social distancing continues for the foreseeable future, we are going to attempt to do a "virtual
garage tour" on Saturday, February 20th at 1:30 PM, using one of the online conferencing solutions.garage tour" on Saturday, February 20th at 1:30 PM, using one of the online conferencing solutions.
We'll start with Mike Myers' (my) garage where his i8 is on the lift for the winter and we can take a look atWe'll start with Mike Myers' (my) garage where his i8 is on the lift for the winter and we can take a look at
his new 2021 X3e as well. We will then move on to anyone else who might have a webcam set up to sharehis new 2021 X3e as well. We will then move on to anyone else who might have a webcam set up to share
their garage. My plan is to have the webcam/phone on a fixture and use a wireless headset to avoid mak-their garage. My plan is to have the webcam/phone on a fixture and use a wireless headset to avoid mak-
ing everyone motion sick with a handheld solution. We can experiment during the event to see what worksing everyone motion sick with a handheld solution. We can experiment during the event to see what works
best should we decide to try this again.best should we decide to try this again.
If you would be interested in showing your garage or would like to express an interest in “attending” thisIf you would be interested in showing your garage or would like to express an interest in “attending” this
event, please contact Mike Myers atevent, please contact Mike Myers at treasurer@bmwia.orgtreasurer@bmwia.org. We will need a positive expression of interest. We will need a positive expression of interest
for you to have permission to join the conference.for you to have permission to join the conference.

Virtual Garage Tour
Saturday, February 20, 1:30 PM

Have You Heard Perhaps of Amazon.com ????
O.k….quite a presumptuous questionO.k….quite a presumptuous question but are you aware of Amazon’s charity program “Smile”but are you aware of Amazon’s charity program “Smile”? Amazon? Amazon
donates ½ percent of purchases from customers who make their purchases on Smile.Amazon.com.donates ½ percent of purchases from customers who make their purchases on Smile.Amazon.com.
That program is at no expense to the customer and enables you to specify any one of a multitude of rec-That program is at no expense to the customer and enables you to specify any one of a multitude of rec-
ognized charities to receive ½ percent of all your purchases. You can learn more about the programognized charities to receive ½ percent of all your purchases. You can learn more about the program
here:here: https://smile.amazon.com/gp/chpf/about/ref=smi_se_rspo_laas_aashttps://smile.amazon.com/gp/chpf/about/ref=smi_se_rspo_laas_aas
You’ll be prompted to select your designated charity.You’ll be prompted to select your designated charity.

So…might we suggest you consider selecting theSo…might we suggest you consider selecting the BMW CCA FoundationBMW CCA Foundation ((bmwccafoundation.orgbmwccafoundation.org) as) as
your charity of choice? It is a recognized 501(c) (3) charity whose primary objectives are to serve as theyour charity of choice? It is a recognized 501(c) (3) charity whose primary objectives are to serve as the
historical repository for the BMW CCA and to support the Street Survival program which it started inhistorical repository for the BMW CCA and to support the Street Survival program which it started in
2002.2002.
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By Rick TalbotBy Rick Talbot

While in-person socializing is still significantly limited until we get broad vaccination availability, we doWhile in-person socializing is still significantly limited until we get broad vaccination availability, we do
needneed andand want towant to socialize however we can with our fellow club members.socialize however we can with our fellow club members.

Allan and Gina Graham, owners of the Johnston Winestyles Tasting Station, and longtime supporters ofAllan and Gina Graham, owners of the Johnston Winestyles Tasting Station, and longtime supporters of
our club activities, have offered to include Iowa Chapter members in one of their upcoming virtual wineour club activities, have offered to include Iowa Chapter members in one of their upcoming virtual wine
tasting events ontasting events on Friday, March 12Friday, March 12thth at 6pmat 6pm..

Here’s how it worksHere’s how it works: Prior to the event, the wines to be sampled will be announced and interested mem-: Prior to the event, the wines to be sampled will be announced and interested mem-
bers may acquire “wine tasting samples” (or actual full bottles of the wines), to be tasted.bers may acquire “wine tasting samples” (or actual full bottles of the wines), to be tasted. Cost of an indi-
vidual tasting set of the 5-6 wines is $10.00 per person. Then through the Internet “magic” (or at least itThen through the Internet “magic” (or at least it
seemed so about 9 months ago!), we’ll tune into the live on-line tasting via Zoom. Allan and Gina willseemed so about 9 months ago!), we’ll tune into the live on-line tasting via Zoom. Allan and Gina will
provide us an overview of each sampled wine, its origin, growing region and winemaker background andprovide us an overview of each sampled wine, its origin, growing region and winemaker background and
then encourage participants to voice their opinions on the wine. They are knowledgeable and fun hosts.then encourage participants to voice their opinions on the wine. They are knowledgeable and fun hosts.
Typically, following the tasting, special purchase discounts are applicable for those wines.Typically, following the tasting, special purchase discounts are applicable for those wines.

So that Allan and Gina can anticipate the number of BMW Club participants and need for wine samples,So that Allan and Gina can anticipate the number of BMW Club participants and need for wine samples,
pleaseplease RSVPRSVP to Rick Talbot, 515-782-1429 orto Rick Talbot, 515-782-1429 or rickminir59@gmail.comrickminir59@gmail.com, no later than Friday, March 5th, no later than Friday, March 5th
regarding your intentions to participateregarding your intentions to participate andand whether you intend to buy the set of wine samples. Rick willwhether you intend to buy the set of wine samples. Rick will
provide you with details on acquiring the wine at Winestyles prior to the event as well as Zoom login in-provide you with details on acquiring the wine at Winestyles prior to the event as well as Zoom login in-
structions for the night of tasting. Even if you can’t make the on-line tasting, Johnston Winestyles offersstructions for the night of tasting. Even if you can’t make the on-line tasting, Johnston Winestyles offers
on-line ordering and on-site curbside delivery. Check out their wine, beer and cheese selections at:on-line ordering and on-site curbside delivery. Check out their wine, beer and cheese selections at: https:/https:/
/winestyles.com/johnston/winestyles.com/johnston//. Their store is located at 8460 Birchwood Court,. Their store is located at 8460 Birchwood Court, #500, Johnston IA 50131 (just
north of I-80; east side of 86th Street, behind the former Burger King & Village Inn).

Hope to see you at the event! Please support our local small businesses!Hope to see you at the event! Please support our local small businesses!

Virtual Wine Tasting
Friday, March 12, 6:00 - 7:00 PM
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Want to see your car on the cover of NewsWerks?
Send us that beauty shot of your ride, and it just may become a cover model! Email picture files (any standard picture
format) with a short description of the car and salient features of the photo to Becky at newsletter@bmwia.org.



By Rick TalbotBy Rick Talbot

For the benefit of many children impacted by a cri�cal illness, 16 Iowa Chapter members and friends took part in aFor the benefit of many children impacted by a cri�cal illness, 16 Iowa Chapter members and friends took part in a
drive through thedrive through theMake a WishMake a Wish Jolly Holiday Lights display at Adventureland in Altoona, Saturday, December 19Jolly Holiday Lights display at Adventureland in Altoona, Saturday, December 19thth..
Begun in 1980,Begun in 1980,Make A WishMake A Wish grants a wish every 34 minutes.grants a wish every 34 minutes.

Our group of 7 BMWs included quite a variety of models from a Z3, a Touring, a M2 and a new X5. Those whoOur group of 7 BMWs included quite a variety of models from a Z3, a Touring, a M2 and a new X5. Those who
a�ended, which included two, four-legged family members, enjoyed many new light displays added this year. Thea�ended, which included two, four-legged family members, enjoyed many new light displays added this year. The
previous weekend’s snowfall made the drive ever so more seasonal. Because of social distancing concerns, theprevious weekend’s snowfall made the drive ever so more seasonal. Because of social distancing concerns, the
group said their “hellos” and “farewells” before the start, as we did not have an organized restaurant dinner thisgroup said their “hellos” and “farewells” before the start, as we did not have an organized restaurant dinner this
year. If anyone has an idea for next year’s post-holiday lights dinner loca�on, please share that idea with anyyear. If anyone has an idea for next year’s post-holiday lights dinner loca�on, please share that idea with any
board member. It was a great “social distancing” event for everyone!board member. It was a great “social distancing” event for everyone!

It Was a Jolly Holiday
Lights Experience!
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Based on the ideas, here’s the tentative 2021 calendar of events:Based on the ideas, here’s the tentative 2021 calendar of events:

December (2020) – Jolly Holiday Lights 12/19December (2020) – Jolly Holiday Lights 12/19

January –January –

February – Virtual Garage Tour 2/20February – Virtual Garage Tour 2/20

March –Virtual Wine TastingMarch –Virtual Wine Tasting

Dent repair tech sessionDent repair tech session

April – 1 day drive to Cedar Rapids/ J&J MotorsportApril – 1 day drive to Cedar Rapids/ J&J Motorsport

MX1 Enthusiast Weekend, Greer, SC 4/9-11MX1 Enthusiast Weekend, Greer, SC 4/9-11

May – Street SurvivalMay – Street Survival

Annual Meeting/PicnicAnnual Meeting/Picnic

June – Flat Out Classic 6/4-6June – Flat Out Classic 6/4-6

Photo rallyPhoto rally

July – Tailgate for the 4July – Tailgate for the 4thth/fireworks/fireworks

August – IMSA Sportscar Weekend 8/5-8August – IMSA Sportscar Weekend 8/5-8

Iowa CubsIowa Cubs

September – drive/hike Woodland Mounds or Honey CreekSeptember – drive/hike Woodland Mounds or Honey Creek

October – Street SurvivalOctober – Street Survival

Fall Color Drive (1 or 2 day drive)Fall Color Drive (1 or 2 day drive)

November – 11/3-6 Return to Oktoberfest, Hilton Head SCNovember – 11/3-6 Return to Oktoberfest, Hilton Head SC

Planning meetingPlanning meeting

December – Tour of Xmas lights (check out Des Moines Radio Group page or Beaverdale lights) and aDecember – Tour of Xmas lights (check out Des Moines Radio Group page or Beaverdale lights) and a
dinner (TBD)dinner (TBD)

We encourage members, if you see something you would like to pursue from the ideas list that
aren’t listed in the calendar, please contact a board member to get it on the calendar. The board
would be happy to help make that event happen. Also, if there is an event already on the calendar
you would like to help organize, please contact a board member. It is very rewarding to plan an
event!

November Planning Meeting ResultsNovember Planning Meeting Results
This year’s calendar planning meeting had to be done in virtual fashion instead of our usual open meet-This year’s calendar planning meeting had to be done in virtual fashion instead of our usual open meet-
ing featuring pizza or BBQ, but it still came up with lots of brainstorming. Ideas for 2021 included:ing featuring pizza or BBQ, but it still came up with lots of brainstorming. Ideas for 2021 included:

--Virtual Wine tasting with Allan at WineStyles JohnstonVirtual Wine tasting with Allan at WineStyles Johnston

-- Tech sessionsTech sessions
oo Body shop/dent repair in Cedar Rapids (spring)Body shop/dent repair in Cedar Rapids (spring)
oo Lithia body shopLithia body shop
oo J&J Motorsport in Cedar RapidsJ&J Motorsport in Cedar Rapids
oo Des Moines Wheel Repair (Mike Jones)Des Moines Wheel Repair (Mike Jones)
oo What is Autocross? Virtual Meeting to show people about the sportWhat is Autocross? Virtual Meeting to show people about the sport
oo GoPro mounts/camera positioningGoPro mounts/camera positioning
oo Virtual track tours/YouTubeVirtual track tours/YouTube
oo Earl’s Tire WestEarl’s Tire West
oo Westside Auto ProsWestside Auto Pros
oo North Liberty BMW Body shopNorth Liberty BMW Body shop

--Dealer Cars & CoffeeDealer Cars & Coffee

--Merle Hay Cars & CoffeeMerle Hay Cars & Coffee

--Garage tour/virtual?Garage tour/virtual?
oo Tire rack building plans?Tire rack building plans?

-- Socials @ Merle Hay Mall Local Eats Food CourtSocials @ Merle Hay Mall Local Eats Food Court

--Annual Meeting/PicnicAnnual Meeting/Picnic

--Photo RallyPhoto Rally

--Drive-in movie at NewtonDrive-in movie at Newton

--Jolly Holiday LightsJolly Holiday Lights

--Meet up at park for hike/outdoors stuff/dogsMeet up at park for hike/outdoors stuff/dogs

--Bike ride – Lake Red Rock, Pella lunch option?Bike ride – Lake Red Rock, Pella lunch option?

--Group drives – 1 day drivesGroup drives – 1 day drives
oo Honey Creek @ Lake RathbunHoney Creek @ Lake Rathbun
oo AmanasAmanas
oo Western IowaWestern Iowa
oo Cedar Rapids/Brucemore MansionCedar Rapids/Brucemore Mansion
oo Field of Dreams – DyersvilleField of Dreams – Dyersville
oo Living History Farms - UrbandaleLiving History Farms - Urbandale
oo Jordan House West Des MoinesJordan House West Des Moines

--I-Racing/Forza/Gran Turismo time trials/sim racingI-Racing/Forza/Gran Turismo time trials/sim racing
oo Could be all fall/winter seasonCould be all fall/winter season

(Continued next page)(Continued next page)
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We encourage members, if you see something you would like to pursue from the ideas list that
aren’t listed in the calendar, please contact a board member to get it on the calendar. The board
would be happy to help make that event happen. Also, if there is an event already on the calendar
you would like to help organize, please contact a board member. It is very rewarding to plan an
event!
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a good “learning” car. The computer I set up in my “shop” to communicate with engine will work on any Z3.a good “learning” car. The computer I set up in my “shop” to communicate with engine will work on any Z3.
Some of the tools I purchased will help with future projects.Some of the tools I purchased will help with future projects.
First Snag and a Big DisappointmentFirst Snag and a Big Disappointment
The first thing I hit was that without maintenance records, I was forcefully advised toThe first thing I hit was that without maintenance records, I was forcefully advised to immediatelyimmediately replacereplace
the cooling system. My original idea was to just drive the car over the summer and begin restoration in thethe cooling system. My original idea was to just drive the car over the summer and begin restoration in the
winter. When I was young, I probably would have disregarded the advice and may have just been fine withwinter. When I was young, I probably would have disregarded the advice and may have just been fine with
a low-mileage summer. Now that I’m older, I’m more patient and feel the risk (~$3000 for a blown heada low-mileage summer. Now that I’m older, I’m more patient and feel the risk (~$3000 for a blown head
gasket) isn’t worth the short-term pleasure, so I set to work.gasket) isn’t worth the short-term pleasure, so I set to work.
The car was equipped with several hard-to-reach plastic cooling system pipes that fail and lead to seriousThe car was equipped with several hard-to-reach plastic cooling system pipes that fail and lead to serious
engine damage due to overheating. It took me several months to work through ordering parts and disas-engine damage due to overheating. It took me several months to work through ordering parts and disas-
sembling to install everything from the radiator and water pump to the hoses. So, there went my summer,sembling to install everything from the radiator and water pump to the hoses. So, there went my summer,
including mistakes and backtracking, sweating in a hot garage rather than tooling about town. Of course,including mistakes and backtracking, sweating in a hot garage rather than tooling about town. Of course,
once done with that, the battery and alternator failed almost immediately, but what’s several hundred’sonce done with that, the battery and alternator failed almost immediately, but what’s several hundred’s
more in the great scheme of fiascoes, right?more in the great scheme of fiascoes, right?
Thinking back, the “old” cars I dealt with had four hoses and all could be accessed easily enough. The ZThinking back, the “old” cars I dealt with had four hoses and all could be accessed easily enough. The Z
has double that number and the entire intake system must be removed to access some of them. But nowhas double that number and the entire intake system must be removed to access some of them. But now
that I’ve done it, future work will be much easier. The flip side is modern cars are more reliable so work hasthat I’ve done it, future work will be much easier. The flip side is modern cars are more reliable so work has
to be done less often.to be done less often.
Final AnalysisFinal Analysis
I now realize that the Achilles heal of any old car is the rubber and plastic. Rubber and plastic deteriorateI now realize that the Achilles heal of any old car is the rubber and plastic. Rubber and plastic deteriorate
with time and the decay accelerates with heat.with time and the decay accelerates with heat.
The rubber is present insidiously in more places than I realized and after 25 years, most of it needs to beThe rubber is present insidiously in more places than I realized and after 25 years, most of it needs to be
replaced. In addition to the cooling system, we have fuel lines, brake lines, power steering hoses andreplaced. In addition to the cooling system, we have fuel lines, brake lines, power steering hoses and
seals, seals, seals everywhere, from the struts and shocks to the main engine seals. Seals are inside theseals, seals, seals everywhere, from the struts and shocks to the main engine seals. Seals are inside the
brake calliper’s and keep oil from leaking from the engine (oil pan, valve cover gasket, cam chain gasket,brake calliper’s and keep oil from leaking from the engine (oil pan, valve cover gasket, cam chain gasket,
etc.). Then, there is this winter’s project, the entire suspension system including tie rod ends, bushings,etc.). Then, there is this winter’s project, the entire suspension system including tie rod ends, bushings,
ball joints and (maybe) bearings.ball joints and (maybe) bearings.
The plastic issues I’ve encountered and need to correct include everything from the glove box sag I re-The plastic issues I’ve encountered and need to correct include everything from the glove box sag I re-
cently “fixed” to brittleness in just about everything I touch. For example, when I removed the glovebox tocently “fixed” to brittleness in just about everything I touch. For example, when I removed the glovebox to
repair it, half the plastic mounting tabs affixed to the console broke or were broken.repair it, half the plastic mounting tabs affixed to the console broke or were broken.
It’s enough to keep me busy for years and I could go on for a long time in what I have done and plan to do,It’s enough to keep me busy for years and I could go on for a long time in what I have done and plan to do,
but again, that’s why I bought it. My goal is to make the vehicle function like new (including reliability) andbut again, that’s why I bought it. My goal is to make the vehicle function like new (including reliability) and
feel like new and look like new. My standards are very high in those terms. But I’ve relaxed one thing thatfeel like new and look like new. My standards are very high in those terms. But I’ve relaxed one thing that
would make it a very difficult job and utterly futile economically. Yes, I want all the dings and scratches onwould make it a very difficult job and utterly futile economically. Yes, I want all the dings and scratches on
the bodywork repaired and a good paint job to restore it. But I don’t plan to compete in concours, and Ithe bodywork repaired and a good paint job to restore it. But I don’t plan to compete in concours, and I
don’t plan to keep everything original. I think these cars are made to be driven and enjoyed.don’t plan to keep everything original. I think these cars are made to be driven and enjoyed.
So, if that means gutting the back-storage compartment and installingSo, if that means gutting the back-storage compartment and installing
a pair of 6”X 9” speakers so I can hear and enjoy music at speed witha pair of 6”X 9” speakers so I can hear and enjoy music at speed with
the top down; so be it. The lid is hopelessly cracked, and I’ve removedthe top down; so be it. The lid is hopelessly cracked, and I’ve removed
it. I will not spend ridiculous amounts to find replacements for that sortit. I will not spend ridiculous amounts to find replacements for that sort
of thing and prices are now high on the little bits and pieces sinceof thing and prices are now high on the little bits and pieces since
every year there are less of them. Basically, the restoration will be toevery year there are less of them. Basically, the restoration will be to
my satisfaction rather than anyone else’s satisfaction. After all, if Imy satisfaction rather than anyone else’s satisfaction. After all, if I
must take a bath, I might as well take an enjoyable bath.must take a bath, I might as well take an enjoyable bath.
The implications of all this is that I’ll spend the next three winters or soThe implications of all this is that I’ll spend the next three winters or so
disassembling about 80% of the car, engine, transmission and differ-disassembling about 80% of the car, engine, transmission and differ-
ential excepted. Learning along the way is a big part of the fun of it forential excepted. Learning along the way is a big part of the fun of it for
me.me.

((Editor’s note:Editor’s note: We welcome Claude as a new contributor and new member of our chapter! We encourage
any other members to submit articles for submission!)

My Bucket List BMW, and a Response to COVIDMy Bucket List BMW, and a Response to COVID
Lessons I’ve LearnedLessons I’ve Learned
by Claude Bermanby Claude Berman
First the Bad NewFirst the Bad Newss
Back in the early 70’s I cut my teeth working on old British sports cars and enjoyed the satisfaction ofBack in the early 70’s I cut my teeth working on old British sports cars and enjoyed the satisfaction of
restoring them to become my daily drivers. In that period, a 10-year old car was considered old and I dealtrestoring them to become my daily drivers. In that period, a 10-year old car was considered old and I dealt
with everything from rust to rebuilding engines. By the mid 80’s, I had a degree in Mechanical Engineering,with everything from rust to rebuilding engines. By the mid 80’s, I had a degree in Mechanical Engineering,
a busy life and family with never enough time or money to fool around with mechanical toys. But my dreama busy life and family with never enough time or money to fool around with mechanical toys. But my dream
was always to have a project car in the old “sports car” format, which meant a ragtop with two seats. Mywas always to have a project car in the old “sports car” format, which meant a ragtop with two seats. My
dream was a mid-60’s Jag XKE, but their prices have climbed too high for me. That dream was probablydream was a mid-60’s Jag XKE, but their prices have climbed too high for me. That dream was probably
the top thing on my bucket list outside of travel which is near impossible now.the top thing on my bucket list outside of travel which is near impossible now.

So, in the spring of COVID, realizing my own mortality and plenty of time on my hands (business slow-So, in the spring of COVID, realizing my own mortality and plenty of time on my hands (business slow-
down). I decided to exchange my daily driver and some money for a plaything. I did a little research anddown). I decided to exchange my daily driver and some money for a plaything. I did a little research and
realized it came down to Miata or a Z3 in my budget of $6000. I decided that the Miata fanatics were keep-realized it came down to Miata or a Z3 in my budget of $6000. I decided that the Miata fanatics were keep-
ing the prices too high as compared with a Z3. So, I ended up with a 96 Z3 from a dealer’s lot in Missouriing the prices too high as compared with a Z3. So, I ended up with a 96 Z3 from a dealer’s lot in Missouri
with 90k miles at just about my price point.with 90k miles at just about my price point.
I made a few mistakes that I regret.I made a few mistakes that I regret.

1. Buying in the Wrong Market1. Buying in the Wrong Market: Here in the Midwest, the Z3 supply is limited and the market prices: Here in the Midwest, the Z3 supply is limited and the market prices
are generally high as compared with the South, especially Florida, Texas and California. The private mar-are generally high as compared with the South, especially Florida, Texas and California. The private mar-
ket is a better place to look and one can look at local listings anywhere one wants via Craigslist. I searchedket is a better place to look and one can look at local listings anywhere one wants via Craigslist. I searched
on the dealer-dominated sites such as Carfax.com where prices are inflated. After I made my purchase, Ion the dealer-dominated sites such as Carfax.com where prices are inflated. After I made my purchase, I
discovered I’d probably over-paid for my car by half.discovered I’d probably over-paid for my car by half.

2. Determining the Ultimate Market Value2. Determining the Ultimate Market Value: The four-cylinder Z3’s such as mine aren’t in that much: The four-cylinder Z3’s such as mine aren’t in that much
demand and I doubt I could get much more than I paid no matter what I invest in time and money. In thedemand and I doubt I could get much more than I paid no matter what I invest in time and money. In the
case of my car, it probably will never be worth more than $6k-$8k and I’ve had to invest about $4k alreadycase of my car, it probably will never be worth more than $6k-$8k and I’ve had to invest about $4k already
with the another $4k ahead of me, and that’s just for parts as I’ve done all the labor myself. The 6-Cylinderwith the another $4k ahead of me, and that’s just for parts as I’ve done all the labor myself. The 6-Cylinder
variants are in much more demand and promise to hold their prices or climb, as well as much more fun tovariants are in much more demand and promise to hold their prices or climb, as well as much more fun to
drive (I imagine).drive (I imagine).

3. Accepting a Car with No Service Records3. Accepting a Car with No Service Records: I bought an old car with no service records, a mistake: I bought an old car with no service records, a mistake
I’ll never make again. The reason is that when restoring mechanically, all parts are suspect and for conver-I’ll never make again. The reason is that when restoring mechanically, all parts are suspect and for conver-
sion to more or less a daily driver reliability can only be assured by replacing failure prone parts. In the end,sion to more or less a daily driver reliability can only be assured by replacing failure prone parts. In the end,
I’ll replace almost everything mechanical except the engine internals.I’ll replace almost everything mechanical except the engine internals.
So, that’s the bad news in a nutshell. I’m in too deep now to back out and get a 6-cylinder and resigned toSo, that’s the bad news in a nutshell. I’m in too deep now to back out and get a 6-cylinder and resigned to
forging ahead and just keeping the car for a long time.forging ahead and just keeping the car for a long time.
The Good NewsThe Good News
I lucked out and got a totally rust free and almost leak free example that spent most of its life in Orlando.I lucked out and got a totally rust free and almost leak free example that spent most of its life in Orlando.
It’s inflation-adjusted price new was about $52k and my investment wouldn’t even be a good down pay-It’s inflation-adjusted price new was about $52k and my investment wouldn’t even be a good down pay-
ment on a modern equivalent. I love driving the car and I find it a work of art to look at.ment on a modern equivalent. I love driving the car and I find it a work of art to look at.
But the whole point of it was to make it a projectBut the whole point of it was to make it a project
and work on it. In that regard, it’s been an enjoy-and work on it. In that regard, it’s been an enjoy-
able journey so far although challenging atable journey so far although challenging at
times. The folks on bimmerforums.com havetimes. The folks on bimmerforums.com have
given me invaluable advice and most questionsgiven me invaluable advice and most questions
can be answered simply by searching the forumcan be answered simply by searching the forum
threads which go back to the early 2000’s. Ithreads which go back to the early 2000’s. I
didn’t realize how much more complex cars be-didn’t realize how much more complex cars be-
came between the 60’s models I was familiarcame between the 60’s models I was familiar
with and the 96 model I purchased.with and the 96 model I purchased.
As compared to a 6, the 4-banger is a good model to learn the mechanics of the marque. Cost and com-As compared to a 6, the 4-banger is a good model to learn the mechanics of the marque. Cost and com-
plexity increase with more cylinders and, especially, room to work in the engine bay diminishes. So, it wasplexity increase with more cylinders and, especially, room to work in the engine bay diminishes. So, it was
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a good “learning” car. The computer I set up in my “shop” to communicate with engine will work on any Z3.a good “learning” car. The computer I set up in my “shop” to communicate with engine will work on any Z3.
Some of the tools I purchased will help with future projects.Some of the tools I purchased will help with future projects.
First Snag and a Big DisappointmentFirst Snag and a Big Disappointment
The first thing I hit was that without maintenance records, I was forcefully advised toThe first thing I hit was that without maintenance records, I was forcefully advised to immediatelyimmediately replacereplace
the cooling system. My original idea was to just drive the car over the summer and begin restoration in thethe cooling system. My original idea was to just drive the car over the summer and begin restoration in the
winter. When I was young, I probably would have disregarded the advice and may have just been fine withwinter. When I was young, I probably would have disregarded the advice and may have just been fine with
a low-mileage summer. Now that I’m older, I’m more patient and feel the risk (~$3000 for a blown heada low-mileage summer. Now that I’m older, I’m more patient and feel the risk (~$3000 for a blown head
gasket) isn’t worth the short-term pleasure, so I set to work.gasket) isn’t worth the short-term pleasure, so I set to work.
The car was equipped with several hard-to-reach plastic cooling system pipes that fail and lead to seriousThe car was equipped with several hard-to-reach plastic cooling system pipes that fail and lead to serious
engine damage due to overheating. It took me several months to work through ordering parts and disas-engine damage due to overheating. It took me several months to work through ordering parts and disas-
sembling to install everything from the radiator and water pump to the hoses. So, there went my summer,sembling to install everything from the radiator and water pump to the hoses. So, there went my summer,
including mistakes and backtracking, sweating in a hot garage rather than tooling about town. Of course,including mistakes and backtracking, sweating in a hot garage rather than tooling about town. Of course,
once done with that, the battery and alternator failed almost immediately, but what’s several hundred’sonce done with that, the battery and alternator failed almost immediately, but what’s several hundred’s
more in the great scheme of fiascoes, right?more in the great scheme of fiascoes, right?
Thinking back, the “old” cars I dealt with had four hoses and all could be accessed easily enough. The ZThinking back, the “old” cars I dealt with had four hoses and all could be accessed easily enough. The Z
has double that number and the entire intake system must be removed to access some of them. But nowhas double that number and the entire intake system must be removed to access some of them. But now
that I’ve done it, future work will be much easier. The flip side is modern cars are more reliable so work hasthat I’ve done it, future work will be much easier. The flip side is modern cars are more reliable so work has
to be done less often.to be done less often.
Final AnalysisFinal Analysis
I now realize that the Achilles heal of any old car is the rubber and plastic. Rubber and plastic deteriorateI now realize that the Achilles heal of any old car is the rubber and plastic. Rubber and plastic deteriorate
with time and the decay accelerates with heat.with time and the decay accelerates with heat.
The rubber is present insidiously in more places than I realized and after 25 years, most of it needs to beThe rubber is present insidiously in more places than I realized and after 25 years, most of it needs to be
replaced. In addition to the cooling system, we have fuel lines, brake lines, power steering hoses andreplaced. In addition to the cooling system, we have fuel lines, brake lines, power steering hoses and
seals, seals, seals everywhere, from the struts and shocks to the main engine seals. Seals are inside theseals, seals, seals everywhere, from the struts and shocks to the main engine seals. Seals are inside the
brake calliper’s and keep oil from leaking from the engine (oil pan, valve cover gasket, cam chain gasket,brake calliper’s and keep oil from leaking from the engine (oil pan, valve cover gasket, cam chain gasket,
etc.). Then, there is this winter’s project, the entire suspension system including tie rod ends, bushings,etc.). Then, there is this winter’s project, the entire suspension system including tie rod ends, bushings,
ball joints and (maybe) bearings.ball joints and (maybe) bearings.
The plastic issues I’ve encountered and need to correct include everything from the glove box sag I re-The plastic issues I’ve encountered and need to correct include everything from the glove box sag I re-
cently “fixed” to brittleness in just about everything I touch. For example, when I removed the glovebox tocently “fixed” to brittleness in just about everything I touch. For example, when I removed the glovebox to
repair it, half the plastic mounting tabs affixed to the console broke or were broken.repair it, half the plastic mounting tabs affixed to the console broke or were broken.
It’s enough to keep me busy for years and I could go on for a long time in what I have done and plan to do,It’s enough to keep me busy for years and I could go on for a long time in what I have done and plan to do,
but again, that’s why I bought it. My goal is to make the vehicle function like new (including reliability) andbut again, that’s why I bought it. My goal is to make the vehicle function like new (including reliability) and
feel like new and look like new. My standards are very high in those terms. But I’ve relaxed one thing thatfeel like new and look like new. My standards are very high in those terms. But I’ve relaxed one thing that
would make it a very difficult job and utterly futile economically. Yes, I want all the dings and scratches onwould make it a very difficult job and utterly futile economically. Yes, I want all the dings and scratches on
the bodywork repaired and a good paint job to restore it. But I don’t plan to compete in concours, and Ithe bodywork repaired and a good paint job to restore it. But I don’t plan to compete in concours, and I
don’t plan to keep everything original. I think these cars are made to be driven and enjoyed.don’t plan to keep everything original. I think these cars are made to be driven and enjoyed.
So, if that means gutting the back-storage compartment and installingSo, if that means gutting the back-storage compartment and installing
a pair of 6”X 9” speakers so I can hear and enjoy music at speed witha pair of 6”X 9” speakers so I can hear and enjoy music at speed with
the top down; so be it. The lid is hopelessly cracked, and I’ve removedthe top down; so be it. The lid is hopelessly cracked, and I’ve removed
it. I will not spend ridiculous amounts to find replacements for that sortit. I will not spend ridiculous amounts to find replacements for that sort
of thing and prices are now high on the little bits and pieces sinceof thing and prices are now high on the little bits and pieces since
every year there are less of them. Basically, the restoration will be toevery year there are less of them. Basically, the restoration will be to
my satisfaction rather than anyone else’s satisfaction. After all, if Imy satisfaction rather than anyone else’s satisfaction. After all, if I
must take a bath, I might as well take an enjoyable bath.must take a bath, I might as well take an enjoyable bath.
The implications of all this is that I’ll spend the next three winters or soThe implications of all this is that I’ll spend the next three winters or so
disassembling about 80% of the car, engine, transmission and differ-disassembling about 80% of the car, engine, transmission and differ-
ential excepted. Learning along the way is a big part of the fun of it forential excepted. Learning along the way is a big part of the fun of it for
me.me.

((Editor’s note:Editor’s note: We welcome Claude as a new contributor and new member of our chapter! We encourage
any other members to submit articles for submission!)
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AAA says 27 percent of the cars on the road haveAAA says 27 percent of the cars on the road have
one or more under inflated tires, and 32 percent ofone or more under inflated tires, and 32 percent of
the vans, pickups and SUVs have low tires. Hencethe vans, pickups and SUVs have low tires. Hence
the tire pressure monitors in each tire. No one wasthe tire pressure monitors in each tire. No one was
taking the time to check their tires, an obvioustaking the time to check their tires, an obvious
personal safety danger.personal safety danger.

The engine change I wrote about recently mayThe engine change I wrote about recently may
have been another example of not taking the timehave been another example of not taking the time
to check the vital fluids. This picture explains itto check the vital fluids. This picture explains it
quite well. All that to say, use your time resourcequite well. All that to say, use your time resource
carefully. Like fuel out the tail pipe, you can't get itcarefully. Like fuel out the tail pipe, you can't get it
back.back.

(Editor’s note: We are thankful for Bryan’s continued informational articles!)(Editor’s note: We are thankful for Bryan’s continued informational articles!)

Where You Choose to Spend Your TimeWhere You Choose to Spend Your Time
by Bryan McCoyby Bryan McCoy

What is time really? Time is a resource just like fuel in your car's tank. In a car you can driveWhat is time really? Time is a resource just like fuel in your car's tank. In a car you can drive
conservatively and get upper twenties to mid thirties in gas mileage, or you can take the same car to theconservatively and get upper twenties to mid thirties in gas mileage, or you can take the same car to the
track and get four miles per gallon. It is all in how you choose to use the resource. I recently purchasedtrack and get four miles per gallon. It is all in how you choose to use the resource. I recently purchased
a car for about fifteen percent of it's market value because it needed maintenance. The owner didn't takea car for about fifteen percent of it's market value because it needed maintenance. The owner didn't take
the time to do things like check the oil or inflate the tires resulting in a highly devalued vehicle. I was ablethe time to do things like check the oil or inflate the tires resulting in a highly devalued vehicle. I was able
to put in a few short hours, and a few long dollars, and now my daughter is looking forward to all wheelto put in a few short hours, and a few long dollars, and now my daughter is looking forward to all wheel
drive this winter.drive this winter.

There are problems that look overwhelming from the outside. Take running power to the out buildings onThere are problems that look overwhelming from the outside. Take running power to the out buildings on
my mother's farm. Originally the power to the buildings had been overhead. With age, trees, and windmy mother's farm. Originally the power to the buildings had been overhead. With age, trees, and wind
those lines failed many years ago and were not repaired. With my brother now running goats on thethose lines failed many years ago and were not repaired. With my brother now running goats on the
farmstead, the need for power to the out buildings exceeded extension cord capabilities. Getting thefarmstead, the need for power to the out buildings exceeded extension cord capabilities. Getting the
right tools for the job and watching for good deals on materials, we were able to trench in and getright tools for the job and watching for good deals on materials, we were able to trench in and get
240VAC to both out buildings in only a day. I hate to admit how many years this short investment of time240VAC to both out buildings in only a day. I hate to admit how many years this short investment of time
had been put off. In hindsight what looked overwhelming was not all that bad. It took some thought onhad been put off. In hindsight what looked overwhelming was not all that bad. It took some thought on
the approach and a desire to accomplish the task, but not that much time.the approach and a desire to accomplish the task, but not that much time.

My son in law also needed a slight investment in time. He has started doing custom metal work in hisMy son in law also needed a slight investment in time. He has started doing custom metal work in his
garage. He worked out there all last winter, freezing in the drafty and unheated building, burning a twentygarage. He worked out there all last winter, freezing in the drafty and unheated building, burning a twenty
pound bottle of propane every couple days just to keep his hands workable. All summer long he keptpound bottle of propane every couple days just to keep his hands workable. All summer long he kept
thinking it sure would be nice to get the garage a bit more comfortable. After a couple cold days, on athinking it sure would be nice to get the garage a bit more comfortable. After a couple cold days, on a
beautiful Indian summer day we attacked. We insulated, vapor barrier-ed, wired in outlets every fourbeautiful Indian summer day we attacked. We insulated, vapor barrier-ed, wired in outlets every four
feet, and put up plywood sheeting. He had been putting it off all summer. It only took a day. Now it canfeet, and put up plywood sheeting. He had been putting it off all summer. It only took a day. Now it can
be comfortable with just a small plug in electric heater.be comfortable with just a small plug in electric heater.

Then there are time investments you need to make continuouslyThen there are time investments you need to make continuously
which will be beneficial for years. Yesterday my neighbor asked forwhich will be beneficial for years. Yesterday my neighbor asked for
a jump. I had just gotten home with my five year old grandson anda jump. I had just gotten home with my five year old grandson and
we both went over. Out came the jumper cables and I asked mywe both went over. Out came the jumper cables and I asked my
grandson if he knew how to hook them up. “Red to Red, Black tograndson if he knew how to hook them up. “Red to Red, Black to
Black” was his quick response. I was as proud as a grandparentBlack” was his quick response. I was as proud as a grandparent
can be. Here he is doing his first radiator change on an E36 at sixcan be. Here he is doing his first radiator change on an E36 at six
months. Hanging together is paying off.months. Hanging together is paying off.

This car maintenance / time thing seems to be a problem with theThis car maintenance / time thing seems to be a problem with the
current generation of drivers. I suspect the reason BMW (andcurrent generation of drivers. I suspect the reason BMW (and
others) have removed the dipstick from the engine compartmentothers) have removed the dipstick from the engine compartment
and replaced it with an electronic measurement system andand replaced it with an electronic measurement system and
warning lights is because a majority of the drivers never take thewarning lights is because a majority of the drivers never take the
time to open the hood, or to learn what is in there. Yes, I know thetime to open the hood, or to learn what is in there. Yes, I know the
car nuts among us screamed loudly at the loss of the dipstick, butcar nuts among us screamed loudly at the loss of the dipstick, but
in the bigger picture it may have been the right thing to do for thein the bigger picture it may have been the right thing to do for the
crowd that just gets in and turns the key. Sorry.... pushes thecrowd that just gets in and turns the key. Sorry.... pushes the
button. I guess I come from an earlier time.button. I guess I come from an earlier time.

(Continued next page)(Continued next page)
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AAA says 27 percent of the cars on the road haveAAA says 27 percent of the cars on the road have
one or more under inflated tires, and 32 percent ofone or more under inflated tires, and 32 percent of
the vans, pickups and SUVs have low tires. Hencethe vans, pickups and SUVs have low tires. Hence
the tire pressure monitors in each tire. No one wasthe tire pressure monitors in each tire. No one was
taking the time to check their tires, an obvioustaking the time to check their tires, an obvious
personal safety danger.personal safety danger.

The engine change I wrote about recently mayThe engine change I wrote about recently may
have been another example of not taking the timehave been another example of not taking the time
to check the vital fluids. This picture explains itto check the vital fluids. This picture explains it
quite well. All that to say, use your time resourcequite well. All that to say, use your time resource
carefully. Like fuel out the tail pipe, you can't get itcarefully. Like fuel out the tail pipe, you can't get it
back.back.

(Editor’s note: We are thankful for Bryan’s continued informational articles!)(Editor’s note: We are thankful for Bryan’s continued informational articles!)
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to the sponsors of the 2020 Annual Dinner!

New Members
Brandon Corkery Dubuque

Dhanraj Selvaraj Cedar Rapids

Willy Muse Madrid
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